EXPO GUIDE
Expo Hours
Wednesday, September 30
9:30a – 6:30p

Thursday, October 1
9:30a – 3:00p

PRODUCED BY
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FEATURING

LEARNING STAGES
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This Event Is Produced By

©2015 The eLearning Guild
All Rights Reserved

Photo and Video Consent

Registering for and participating in The eLearning Guild conferences and expos constitutes an agreement by the
participant to permit The eLearning Guild’s use (now and in the future) of the participant’s image and/or voice, including
but not limited to, photographs, video, and electronic reproductions of such events and activities.
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Expo Guide General Information
Wireless Internet

Conference Bookstore

Wireless connectivity is located throughout the conference space.
BreakPoint Books will offer titles by your
favorite authors, conference speakers, keynote
presenters, and others.

Wi-Fi instructions for participants staying at the MGM Grand:
•
•
•
•

Connect to MGM Grand Wi-Fi
Select “Registered Hotel guests,” then “Registered Hotel
guests” again
Enter last name and floor and room number
Accept terms, then click “Submit”

DevLearn DemoFest
Thursday, October 1, 4:00p – 6:00p

Wi-Fi instructions for participants not staying at the MGM Grand:
•
•
•

Connect to MGM Grand Wi-Fi
Select “Visitor Wi-Fi,” then enter email address
Accept terms, then click “Submit”

Expo Reception
Wednesday, September 30, 5:15p – 6:30p
Enjoy appetizers, drinks, and conversation with colleagues,
conference speakers, and friends from the companies in the
expo. See you there!
Sponsored by

DevLearn DemoFest 2015 is a fun and
educational opportunity to see eLearning
in action.
Like a science fair, DevLearn DemoFest
is a collective showcase of eLearning
examples where conference participants show off their latest
projects. Attendees move from table to table, getting to see
a wide variety of solutions to common eLearning challenges
we all face and learning about the tools, technologies, and
processes used to build them.
Sponsored by
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Expo Guide Event Sponsors
PREMIUM SPONSORS
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Expo Guide Event Sponsors
SPONSORS

ELITE CONSULTANTS. PROJECT SUCCESS.
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Expo Guide Event Sponsors

ADDITIONAL SPONSORS
Expo Reception &
Webinar Sponsor

DevLearn DemoFest &
Webinar Sponsor

Padfolio Sponsor

Neck Wallet Sponsor

Pen Sponsor

Charging Station &
Conference Mobile App Sponsor

Expo Lanyard Sponsor

Wednesday, Thursday & Friday AM Coffee
Sponsor

Wednesday & Thursday
Break Sponsor
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Expo Guide Learning Stages
LEARNING STAGES
This year’s expo features five educational stages in a high-voltage environment! These learning stages enhance the
expo by offering 45-minute presentations, discussions, and demonstrations on the best practices, hottest topics, and
most innovative new ideas in learning.

The eLearning Tools stage offers you an opportunity to explore tools and
technologies for all types of technology-delivered learning. Sessions will
focus on the potential and limitations of various tools and technologies.
Learn from industry gurus, hear lively debates, and get insights from
panels of experts. The stage will highlight techniques and best practices
that will help you to develop your highest-quality eLearning.

The Emerging Tech stage explores the technologies that are redefining
what training and learning looks like in organizations. Sessions will
showcase the latest technologies, tools, and products that organizations
are using to innovate their learning programs. The Emerging Tech stage
gives you a chance to experience the learning technologies of tomorrow
… today!

The use of media for learning is growing exponentially, and there is
nowhere better to learn about it than at the Learning Media Studio at
DevLearn. Audio and video can be extremely powerful tools for training—
but only if they are used correctly. This is your opportunity to learn about
new strategies, top tools, and best practices for putting learning media to
work in your organization.

The Management Xchange stage offers a variety of practical ideas,
strategies, and approaches for addressing key issues and challenges
facing eLearning, training, and development management professionals.
The Xchange showcases well-known industry experts and senior
professionals who will all share their knowledge, insights, and expertise
on a wide range of learning management topics.

The Training Technologies stage offers you an opportunity to explore
a variety of approaches and techniques that you can immediately put
to work to enrich the classroom training experience. Whether it’s virtual
classroom, social media, or some other technology, you will gain new
perspectives and learn from others who have already been successful!
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Expo Guide Learning Stages
WEDNESDAY—SEPTEMBER 30

10:00a – 10:45a

11:00a – 11:45a

12:15p – 1:00p

1:15p – 2:00p

2:15p – 3:00p

3:15p – 4:00p

5:25p – 5:35p

Make It Your Own:
Transforming Free
Templates with
Storyline
with Trina Rimmer

Designing and
Prototyping: Turning
Ideas into Reality
with Nick Floro

Harder, Better, Faster,
Stronger
with Sarah Clarke

How Caterpillar Uses
The Most Interesting
Bite-sized Learning to LMS in the World
Close the Skills Gap
with Dave Seligsohn
with Michael Miller &
Dawn Poulos

Fast, Easy, and
Cheap: How to Use
WordPress as an LMS
with Dan Schwartz

Be Like Harvard:
Build a MOOC
with Jon Aleckson &
Andy Hicken

Video Production
Lessons from a
Basement Studio
with Barbara Oakley

Learning Research
Quiz Show: Critical
Scientific Findings for
eLearning
with Will Thalheimer

Tool Time: What’s in
Your Toolbox?
with Dustin Bauman
& Patrick Gurczynski

DIY Online Simulation
Tools for Business
Education
with Michael Bean

Everyone
Everywhere: How to
Create and Deploy
Multi-device Learning
Content
with Mike Alcock

Where Do You
Look for the Purple
Squirrel?
with Teresa Faoro
Sertic & Johnny
Simmons

Using Mobile and
xAPI to Make On-thejob Learning Practical
with Marty Rosenheck

Delivering Seamless
Digital Learning
Globally to a Diverse
and Large Workforce
with Andrew
Mechelewski

Four Seductive
Tools to Spice Up
Your eLearning or
mLearning
with Karen Blades &
Anita Horsley

Flipped Classroom:
Case Studies in
Continuing Medical
Education
with Laura Winzen

We Don’t Own Social
in the Workplace …
and We Never Will
with JD Dillon

A Is for Analysis, E Is
for Evaluation
with Koreen Pagano

Transforming Faceto-face Events into
eLearning
with Laurie
MacDonald Steele

Simply Effective
Mobile Learning: A
New Mobile Learning
Tool Hits the Stage
with Shannon Hart,
Monica Savage &
Steven Westmoreland

The Future of
Learning: What
Should We Focus on
This Year?
with Nick Floro

Leveraging Video
in Your PowerPoint
Courses with iSpring 8
with Mark Simon

Next-generation
Training: Tools &
Trends Driving
Measurable Cost
Savings & Userperformance
Improvements
with Barry Smith

Learning for Profit
with Scott Mahoney

Put Your eLearning in
Motion
with Alexander Vance

Designing,
Developing,
and Deploying
Simulations in a
Global Environment
with Simon Berridge

Raising the
Bar in Service:
Interactive Film to
Train Bartenders
Worldwide
with Jenny Beltran &
Colin Welch

Conquering an LMS
Rollout: An Intuit
Case Study
with Syed Ali & Majid
Tahir

Integrating Formal
and Informal Learning
with a Performance
Support Solution
with Eran Gal

Test Your Content IQ:
How Mobile-ready Is
Your Training?
with Elaine Lennox
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Expo Guide Learning Stages
THURSDAY—OCTOBER 1

10:00a – 10:45a

11:00a – 11:45a

Understanding
HTML5 for Browser,
Native, and Hybrid
App Delivery
with Nick Floro

Serious Games +
Smart Implementation
= Win: Seven Keys to
Success
with Steve Boller

Transform Your
Learners’ Experience
with Adapt
with Deborah Limb &
Paul McElvaney

The Road to ROI
Goes Through xAPI
with Indresh
Chauhan,
Vijayanandraj
Ramalingam & Sai
Sundar

Putting the “Pro”
Back in Your Review
Process
with Trina Rimmer

Maximizing Blended
Learning by Choosing
the Right Tools
with Jennifer
Hofmann

Building HTML5
Learning Support
Apps with jQuery
Mobile
with Jeff Batt

Mic Yourself: Ten Best
Practices for DIY
Voiceovers
with Stephen Haskin

Adopting Agile
Requires a Culture
Change. Are You
Ready for It?
with Megan Torrance

Learning Prediction
for 2015 and Beyond:
Two Small Letters
with Donald Clark

Closing the Skills Gap
with Joe Sferrazza

The New Science and
Practice of Online
Training
with Greg Bybee

Take Your Existing
Training & Reference
Materials Mobile
with Mark Nelson

How to Design
Blended Learning
Programs for a
Millennial Workforce
with Bill West

Decreasing the
Learning Curve
with Arun Prakash

Blueprinting and
Assessment Mapping:
Ensuring Training
Meets Outcomes
with Stevie Rocco

xAPI-enabled
Interactive Video for
a Mobile World
with Robert Gadd,
Jeff Joanisse &
Dave Smelser

Badging 21st-century
Skills
with Anne Derryberry

Building Your Mobile
Learning Strategy
with Brenda Enders

Introduction to xAPI
with Janet Laane
Effron, Sean Putman

Responsive Course
Design: Meeting the
Challenge of Mobile
Delivery
with Daryl Fleary

Creating Crucibles—
How to Design
Transformative
Experiences
with Robert Pratten

Retained for Change
with Eric Oakland

PaGamO—Social
Gaming Solution
for Both MOOC and
Corporate Training
with Jericho Wu

Double the
Effectiveness of Your
Training with Mobile
Reinforcement
with Brian Brereton

12:15p – 1:00p

1:15p – 2:00p

2:15p – 3:00p
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Expo Guide Exhibitors
EXHIBITORS—LISTED ALPHABETICALLY
242 Administrate

231 ICD Translation

121

302 Adobe

337 Indusgeeks

412 RISC, Inc.

101 Aptara, Inc.

437 InfoPro Learning

439 Saltbox

307 Articulate

202 Ingenuiti

515 Sealworks Interactive Studios

413 Assima, Inc.

426 Inkling

230 Seertech Solutions

422 Association for Talent Development

442 Interpro Translation Solutions, Inc.

530 Sify eLearning

342 Atticmedia

234 Intuition

545 simpleshow usa corp

130 Azimuth eLearning Services

237 inWhatLanguage

214 Skillaware

208 Bluewater Learning Inc.

312 iSpring Solutions, Inc.

105 SkyPrep

138 BRAAHMAM

331 JPW Consulting, LLC.

313 Bridge

216

329 C3 SoftWorks
128 Castle Worldwide, Inc
427 Chetu, Inc.
126 Citrix GoToTraining
508 Clarity Consultants
146 Conducttr

325 LearnUpon

226 TechSmith Corporation

211

LEO

511

Linguavista

212 dominKnow Learning Systems

434 Mediasite by Sonic Foundry

111

346 Mindmarker

228 Edge Hosting

537 Mitr Learning & Media

320 eLearning Brothers

531 mLevel

529 eSyncTraining

125 Mobile Coach

332

EthosCE Learning Management
System

411 eXact learning solutions

232 Morningside Translations
129 nawmal
521 NexLearn, LLC

430 Exult Corporation

339 NovoEd

541 Financially Fit LLC

333 Obsidian Learning

127 Flipick Pvt. Ltd.

113

OnPoint Digital

338 ForgeFX Simulations

114 OpenSketch

507 Forio

528 Origin Learning, Inc.

120 Geenio

134 PaGamO

225 GoAnimate

133 Plantronics, Inc.

211

334 Poll Everywhere

gomo

526 GoReact

316 Questionmark

402 Grovo

445

524 HapYak Interactive Video
414 HT2

345 Soundview

512 Sumaria Learning Solutions

315 Maestro

EBSCO Information Services

Software Secure, Inc

140 Leaderboard Learning

219 lynda.com

DigitalChalk

112

420 SpokenHere

326 Litmos

207 Dashe & Thomson

109 Skytap, Inc.

431 KZO Innovations

509 Lionbridge

519 Cursim

311

Knowledge Guru by Bottom-Line
Performance

Rehearsal VRP

Raptivity by Harbinger Knowledge
Products

433 RedSeed

233

TEKsystems Training and Education
Services

327 Texas A&M University Commerce
241 text&form
330 The Training Associates
416 TorranceLearning
246 Totara Learning
215 Train by Cell
429 TrainingRelief, Inc
102 Travitor
238 TREK Learning Experience Manager™
525 Tribridge
239 Trivantis
220 TruScribe
533 Unboxed Technology
513 Viddler, Inc.
229 Virtual Ashridge
446 Vubiz Elearning
432 WalkMe™
425 Watershed LRS
408 Weejee
122 Winnov
438 XanEdu
407 Xyleme
108

Yardstick, Testing and Training
Experts

308 Yukon Learning
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Expo Guide Exhibitors
EXHIBITORS—LISTED BY BOOTH NUMBER
101 Aptara, Inc.

231 ICD Translation

413 Assima, Inc.

102 Travitor

232 Morningside Translations

414 HT2

105 SkyPrep

TEKsystems Training and Education
233
Services

416 TorranceLearning

108

Yardstick, Testing and Training
Experts

234 Intuition

109 Skytap, Inc.

237 inWhatLanguage

111

EBSCO Information Services

238 TREK Learning Experience Manager™

112

Software Secure, Inc

239 Trivantis

113

OnPoint Digital

241 text&form

114 OpenSketch

242 Administrate

120 Geenio

246 Totara Learning

121

302 Adobe

Rehearsal VRP

122 Winnov

307 Articulate

125 Mobile Coach

308 Yukon Learning

126 Citrix GoToTraining

311

127 Flipick Pvt. Ltd.

312 iSpring Solutions, Inc.

128 Castle Worldwide, Inc

313 Bridge

129 nawmal

315 Maestro

130 Azimuth eLearning Services

316 Questionmark

133 Plantronics, Inc.

320 eLearning Brothers

134 PaGamO

325 LearnUpon

DigitalChalk

420 SpokenHere
422 Association for Talent Development
425 Watershed LRS
426 Inkling
427 Chetu, Inc.
429 TrainingRelief, Inc
430 Exult Corporation
431 KZO Innovations
432 WalkMe™
433 RedSeed
434 Mediasite by Sonic Foundry
437 InfoPro Learning
438 XanEdu
439 Saltbox
442 Interpro Translation Solutions, Inc.
445

Raptivity by Harbinger Knowledge
Products

446 Vubiz Elearning

138 BRAAHMAM

326 Litmos

507 Forio

140 Leaderboard Learning

327 Texas A&M University Commerce

508 Clarity Consultants

146 Conducttr

329 C3 SoftWorks

509 Lionbridge

202 Ingenuiti

330 The Training Associates

511

207 Dashe & Thomson

331 JPW Consulting, LLC.

512 Sumaria Learning Solutions

208 Bluewater Learning Inc.

EthosCE Learning Management
332
System

513 Viddler, Inc.

211
211

gomo

333 Obsidian Learning

LEO

212 dominKnow Learning Systems

337 Indusgeeks

214 Skillaware

338 ForgeFX Simulations

215 Train by Cell
216

334 Poll Everywhere

Knowledge Guru by Bottom-Line
Performance

339 NovoEd
342 Atticmedia

219 lynda.com

345 Soundview

220 TruScribe

346 Mindmarker

225 GoAnimate

402 Grovo

226 TechSmith Corporation

407 Xyleme

228 Edge Hosting

408 Weejee

229 Virtual Ashridge

411 eXact learning solutions

230 Seertech Solutions

412 RISC, Inc.
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Linguavista

515 Sealworks Interactive Studios
519 Cursim
521 NexLearn, LLC
524 HapYak Interactive Video
525 Tribridge
526 GoReact
528 Origin Learning, Inc.
529 eSyncTraining
530 Sify eLearning
531 mLevel
533 Unboxed Technology
537 Mitr Learning & Media
541 Financially Fit LLC
545 simpleshow usa corp
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242 Administrate

307 Articulate
http://www.getadministrate.com/
+1.404.382.0968

SPONSOR
www.articulate.com
+1.800.861.4880

Administrate is a dedicated team that’s passionate about making
lives better through software. We spend most of our day talking
to, developing for, and thinking about training providers (our
customers) and their students. Our software helps training
companies and training departments manage their entire
business. Our integrated online system includes three products
that focus on making your training administration easier, help you
deliver outstanding E-Learning, and assist you in keeping your
website up to date (and taking those online course bookings!).

Used by 93 Fortune 100 companies, 19 of 20 U.S. News &
World Report top-ranked universities, and more than 51,000
organizations worldwide, Articulate software lets organizations
develop online and mobile courses that fully engage learners.
Articulate Storyline makes it easy for anyone to create interactive
courses that learners can take on their desktops, Android
tablets, and iPads. And Articulate Studio gives people an
easy way to transform PowerPoint slides into engaging online
courses. Articulate users also enjoy award-winning support from
E-Learning Heroes (www.elearningheroes.com), the largest, most
involved, most helpful e-learning community in the industry.

302 Adobe

413

PREMIUM SPONSOR
www.adobe.com/products/
captivate/
+1.408.536.6000

Assima, Inc.

SPONSOR
www.assima.net
+1.678.971.2001

Adobe is the global leader in digital media, digital marketing,
and eLearning authoring solutions. Our tools and services allow
our customers to create groundbreaking digital content, deploy
it across media and devices, measure and optimize it over
time, and achieve greater business success. Adobe Captivate
and Adobe Presenter Video Express are industry-leading,
award-winning eLearning authoring tools that enable trainers,
instructional designers, educators, and business professionals to
create rapid eLearning content and interactive video without any
programming. Publish any eLearning content to Adobe Captivate
Prime, an all-new cloud-based self-service LMS from Adobe.

Assima is a company driven by innovative technology, offering
leading-edge solutions to drive measurable cost savings.
Our mission is to optimize human capital, enhance systems
capabilities, and improve business performance. As one of the
largest players in the eLearning space, Assima serves over 600
clients across various industries and around the world; millions
of end users have benefitted from our toolsets. Our clients
include Fortune 1000 companies such as The Home Depot, Coca
Cola, JetBlue Airways, Wells Fargo, and the US Army. Our value
proposition ensures clients obtain maximum value from their
critical business applications. We do this through leading training,
performance support, content management, and translation
solutions.

101

422 Association for Talent Development

Aptara, Inc.

SPONSOR
www.aptaracorp.com
+1.703.352.0001

Aptara’s holistic approach to learning starts with strategic
analysis and includes the design, development, and delivery
of award-winning solutions. By deploying innovative mobile
technologies, scalable resourcing models, and a streamlined
approach to eMigration, our solutions for the entire learning
ecosystem yield measurably improved outcomes for global
workforces. We’ve been honored with 20 Brandon Hall awards,
made TrainingIndustry.com’s “Top 20” content developer list
every year since 2011, and two CLO “Learning in Practice” awards.
Founded in 1988, Aptara is a U.S.-based company harnessing the
rapid emergence of digital media to provide its customers with a
competitive learning advantage.

www.td.org
+1.800.628.2783
The Association for Talent Development (ATD), formerly ASTD, is
the world’s largest association dedicated to those who develop
talent in organizations. These professionals from all over the
world help others achieve their full potential by improving their
knowledge, skills, and abilities. Started in 1943 as the American
Society of Training Directors, the organization evolved to the
American Society for Training & Development. The profession’s
focus has expanded to link the development of people, learning,
and performance to individual and organizational results. In 2014,
to better meet the needs and represent the work of this dynamic
profession, the organization changed to the Association for Talent
Development. www.td.org
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342 Atticmedia

138

Braahmam

http://atticmedia.com
+1.866.711.7098

www.braahmam.net
+91.120.6404191/92

Atticmedia is a global, full-service learning and communications
agency. Since 1996 we’ve delivered innovative, effective
learning solutions to clients, including PwC, M&S, NHS, BBC,
and many government bodies. We start your learning strategy
by applying our unique “LearnScaping” approach to allow us
to analyze and make recommendations. We’re world leaders in
developing custom learning content that engages your audience
and produces “light bulb moments.” We use every channel,
including film, interactivity, social, face-to-face, games, websites,
mobile, and so on. We excel in any technology that delivers your
outcomes, including LMSs, mobile apps, eLearning, social media,
games, and simulations.

Braahmam is helping industries, such as ICT, electronics and
home appliances, publishing, and life sciences, bring their content
to life by providing scalable content transformation solutions for
any device, any format, and any language. Our profile covers:
• Digital learning content development and localization
• Mobile apps development and localization
• Future-proofing content solutions
• Web media development and translation
With a strong network of native linguists, we are providing content
transformation services in 100+ languages, including Asian, European,
Indian, and Middle Eastern languages. We are ISO 9001:2008
certified with membership in GALA (Globalization and Localization
Association) and ATA (American Translators Association).

130

313

Azimuth eLearning Services

ELEARNING SERVICES

Bridge

http://www.azisoft.com/
devlearn.asp
+1.702.448.1678

www.getbridge.com/devlearn2015
+1.844.202.0491

Azimuth presents its conversion and development services
for HTML5 and 3D interactive content and animation. Azimuth
provides a complete range of eLearning services: content
creation, content conversion such as Flash to HTML5, course
design, multimedia development, LMS development, Moodle
customization, custom content development, and complete
online education solutions, including course content and LMS
and course administration. Azimuth also operates its own
academy to administrate education online for organizations.
Azimuth is a leading developer of content and a provider of
eLearning solutions to markets such as education, healthcare,
energy, automotive and aerospace. The company is present in US,
Canada, Europe and India.

Bridge is a modern learning and engagement platform created to
drive a compelling learning experience, while helping employees
and companies grow. Learn more at
www.GetBridge.com/DevLearn2015.

208 Bluewater Learning, Inc.

329 C3 SoftWorks

SPONSOR

https://www.bluewaterlearning.com
+1.888.379.8337
Bluewater provides consulting, implementation, content creation,
and support for learning and talent management systems. We
specialize in client-specific customization solutions for LMS and
LTS platforms covering tailored development and training—
helping you get the most out of your investment. Whether
you’re in the process of selecting a system, training your team,
or struggling to find the value in your current system, Bluewater
can guide you through the daunting waters of human capital
management so that you can get back to business.

14

www.c3softworks.com
+1.888.333.1969
C3 SoftWorks is committed to producing tools that make every
educational experience more effective. We strive to create
software tools that help educators communicate their content in
the most engaging and effective manner. Whether you’re in the
classroom or teaching over the web, C3 SoftWorks’ customizable
software will help you introduce, reinforce, or review your
instructional content in a powerful (and fun) way. Take your
training to a whole new level by adding wireless keypads and
getting everyone in the game. With our customizable training
tools, getting the results you’ve always wanted has never been
easier.
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128

Castle Worldwide, Inc.

508 Clarity Consultants

castleworldwide.com
+1.919.572.6880

SPONSOR

www.clarityconsultants.com
+1.800.330.6558
ELITE CONSULTANTS. PROJECT SUCCESS.

Castle Worldwide has a reputation for excellence in custom
learning solutions. Castle works to understand the unique needs
of all stakeholders to develop custom learning solutions and
assessment tools, administer examinations supported by secure
technology resources, and provide superior customer service.

Clarity Consultants is the leading provider of corporate learning,
development, and communications consultants. For nearly a
quarter century we have served the needs of companies by
staffing their mission critical projects with elite consultants. Our
nationwide network of over 35,000 highly skilled professionals
offers deep knowledge, low management overhead, and flexibility
to scale according to an organization’s unique project needs.
They provide a full spectrum of services, including instructional
design, training delivery, learning technology consulting,
organizational development, and specialized writing and editing.
We deliver these specialists on demand and tailored to an
organization’s industry and culture.

427 Chetu, Inc.

146

Conductrr

www.chetu.com
+1.954.342.5676

SPONSOR
www.conducttr.com/devlearn
+1.415.287.4150

Chetu is a 15-year-old software solutions provider with
exceptional knowledge within the e-learning software
development realm. We create and customize e-learning
platforms for software vendors, educational entities, and
corporate trainers who wish to provide technological tools to
facilitate education. Our savvy e-learning team is composed
of experienced designers, content creators, graphic artists,
and developers with many years of expertise creating custom
e-learning platform solutions, which provide interactive, engaging,
and fully adaptive educational experiences.

Conducttr revolutionizes scenario-based e-learning and delivers
learner engagement and performance improvements like you’ve
never seen before. It’s both authoring software and a marketplace
for experiences that feel real, immediately demonstrating
relevance and strengthening learner motivation. Only Conducttr
delivers collaborative team experiences to learners’ own mobile
devices across different languages and time zones. Our unique
personalization system, interactive branching and multiplatform
communications create immersive scenarios to accelerate
experience and make employees more productive, sooner. Build
your own experiences for internal use or for sale to others in the
marketplace. Learn more at www.conducttr.com/devlearn.

126

519

Citrix GoToTraining
Gototraining.com
+1.866.962.6491

GoToTraining makes it easy to deliver interactive online training
sessions for better teaching and learning experiences. Learners
stay engaged with useful capability like video sharing, group
collaboration, breakouts, tests, and polls while allowing the trainer
to schedule, track, and report on the class. Learn more at
www.gototraining.com.

Cursim
www.cursim.com
+1.857.413.5280

Cursim is an eLearning solutions provider, with offices located in
London, Boston and Beijing, assisting thousands of organizations
and industries worldwide with their training initiatives. Cursim
offers content development services, training, consulting and
software as well as additional solutions to provide you with the
best eLearning tools.

DevLearn 2015 Conference & Expo • September 30 – October 2, 2015 • Las Vegas, NV
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207 Dashe & Thomson

SPONSOR

111

EBSCO Information Services
www.ebscohost.com/learningresources
+1.978.356.6500

www.Dashe.com
+1.612.338.4911
Dashe & Thomson helps organizations improve performance by
providing training, change management, and communications
services. We believe that to improve performance, organizations
need to engage employees from the inside out. If the head and
the heart aren’t engaged, the hands won’t follow.

EBSCO’s organizational learning resources support learning and
competency development across the organization. Our turnkey
learning portal is pre-populated with highly relevant content
from industry thought leaders and notable learning partners. Our
products support a wide range of access and integration options
and encourage social collaboration. We provide 350,000 content
items delivered in a variety of formats, including propriety
business book summaries, content from top magazine and journal
publishers, and a robust collection of e-books and videos.

311

228

DigitalChalk
www.digitalchalk.com
+1.877.321.2451

Edge Hosting
www.edgehosting.com
+1.888.428.2752

DigitalChalk’s learning management system (LMS) gives
customers the tools and control to launch engaging, interactive,
online courses. The user-friendly system and #1 rated customer
support team empower you to create courses featuring animated
PowerPoint, SCORM content, HD videos, audio, quizzes, exams,
and much more. Affordable and flexible, the system offers
seamless integration, pay-as-you-go or per-user pricing, and
ecommerce management. The secure cloud-based system
ensures students have anytime, anywhere access from iPads and
tablets. Do YOU need an online training solution? Look no further
than DigitalChalk, a feature-rich learning management system
with a built-in course-authoring suite, designed to get training
online in record time.

Edge Hosting is a national leader in providing secure, scalable,
and dependable managed hosting solutions for cloud, hybrid,
dedicated cluster, and colocation for mission-critical businesses,
which include E-Education. Businesses of all kinds entrust their
data with Edge Hosting because they deliver 100% uptime,
provide a dedicated U.S.-based tech-support team with 24/7/365
monitoring and line-by-line pricing. Edge Hosting also offers
secure compliance hosting, which includes PCI, SSAE 16, SAS 70,
HIPAA, and FedRAMP. For more information about making the
switch to Edge Hosting, please visit www.edgehosting.com.

212

320 eLearning Brothers

dominKnow Learning Systems
www.dominknow.com
+1.613.800.8733

For more than a decade, dominKnow Learning Systems has been
creating industry-defining eLearning and mLearning software
for small teams and large organizations. dominKnow’s awardwinning products include Claro—a web-based authoring platform
that lets users collaborate on development, share resources, and
engage an unlimited number of reviewers; dominKnow Mobile—a
mobile player that provides organizations with an integrated
way to deliver training content to any user (online or offline);
Flow—our new authoring platform that outputs fully responsive
and adaptive content for a truly build once, deliver anywhere
experience; and Capture—our brand-new software simulation tool.

16

PREMIUM SPONSOR

www.elearningbrothers.com
+1.801.796.2767
eLearning Brothers is a global provider of eLearning templates,
custom eLearning design, and training for eLearning
professionals. We make eLearning Rockstars daily by providing
the richest and deepest eLearning template and asset library
on the planet. Change your eLearning development into
rapid eLearning development with a suite of exciting games,
professional cutout people, quizzes, interactions, full course
starters, and much more. Spend hours instead of weeks
completing your projects. eLearning Brothers makes eLearning
awesome.
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529 eSyncTraining

430 Exult Corporation
www.esynctraining.com
+1.800.348.6110

www.exultcorp.com
+91.20.6792.0300

eSyncTraining, an Adobe Connect Partner, delivers cutting-edge
technology solutions to help individuals and organizations better
connect, interact and engage online. Working with start-ups
through Fortune 500 companies, we build custom applications,
tools and platforms that solve critical problems for our clients
and enable them to be more successful. We specialize in learning
management systems (LMS), interactive online applications,
including custom pods and API integration for Adobe Connect,
and eLearning courses and training.

Exult is a leading services provider for learning content, mobility,
and technology solutions to organizations in the US, Europe,
and Asia-Pacific. Since 2008, Exult has been assisting global
organizations in improving their business practices through
value-added training solutions and technology. Exult partners
with many large and Fortune 500 companies in developing their
knowledge capital and leveraging various technology platforms
that measure and enhance knowledge retention. We work with
domain consultants, technology experts, business analysts,
designers, and developers from various business areas to design
and develop solutions that enable us to meet your business goals.

332

541

EthosCE Learning Management System

Financially Fit LLC

www.ethosce.com
+1.267.234.7401

www.financiallyfit.com
+1.801.820.2303

EthosCE is an enterprise-level learning management system
designed for professional continuing education and training in the
extended enterprise. Requiring no per-user fee, EthosCE provides
incredible value for organizations training external learners.
EthosCE can be customized to your brand and includes unlimited
users, administrators, assessments, evaluations, certifications,
e-commerce features, learning groups, and more. EthosCE can be
deployed within weeks and includes extensive hands-on training
and world-class customer support. With a fully responsive design,
EthosCE works on mobile devices and supports SCORM, Tin
Can, and external integrations such as single-sign-on and credit
reporters.

Financially Fit provides financial education and mentoring based
on timeless principles. Included in all our programs is a strong
core of interactive eLearning courses geared towards achieving
personal and business financial needs and wealth goals. What
sets us apart from others is that our highly experienced coaches
work on a non-commission basis, therefore providing unbiased
advice. Our programs can help you:

411

127

eXact learning solutions

SPONSOR

www.exact-learning.com
+39.010.817.7500
eXact learning solutions, a LATTANZIO Group company, is a
leading business solution provider in the field of digital learning
content management. Its content lifecycle care solutions include
collaborative content creation, structured and workflow-based
content management, and multiple output delivery of content
in any desired format. The eXact learning suite comprises a fully
fledged enterprise-wide learning content management system
(eXact learning LCMS); a professional template-based authoring
environment comprising an advanced local client application;
and a 100% web-based tool (eXact learning Packager and Online
Editor), as well as an app to manage, deliver, and track learning
content through mobile devices (eXact learning Mobile).

• Immediately improve your cash flow,
• Pay off every debt in five years or less, including your
mortgage,
• Be totally financially free within ten years or less—money will
now work for you rather than you working for money!

Flipick Pvt. Ltd.
www.flipick.com
+91.020.66218300

We provide a complete end-to-end solution starting from
developing the content to conversion and to implementing the
same on a learning management platform. Flipick also provides
an educational platform that aims to provide a new standard of
pedagogy for adaptive and nonlinear learning. The following is the
list of services and solutions provided by Flipick:
• Enhanced interactive eBooks
• HTML5-based 2D/3D animations
• Simulations
• Flipick LMS for nonsynchronous learning
• LRS – Tin Can based for activity and traffic reports
• Configuring and customizing edX
• Building courses for edX
• Mobile apps for Flipick LMS and edX
• White-labelled eBook store
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ForgeFX Simulations

225

GoAnimate

www.forgefx.com
+1.415.788.5725

SPONSOR
http://goanimate.com
+1.888.360.9639

ForgeFX is a 3D job-training simulation and eLearning
development company. Using high-fidelity 3D graphics, we
provide custom application development services for clients
who are looking for interactive job-training simulations. Our
simulation technology and production expertise are not limited
to any one industry—we love to employ our talent and creativity
on projects in new areas. We work with you to build interactive
3D simulations that give your trainees and existing employees the
ability to learn effectively while reducing your training costs and
increasing employee efficiency and productivity—increasing your
bottom line.

Making a video used to be difficult, time consuming, and expensive.
Not anymore! GoAnimate is the leading cloud-based, do-it-yourself
animated video creation platform. Features such as characters,
character actions, backgrounds, props, camera movements, and
lip-synced dialogue are all controlled by simple drag-and-drop
tools. Videos could and should be everywhere. Businesses use
them to explain complex topics, create interactive scenario-based
eLearning, and even communicate soft skills training, such as ethics
and harassment. Publish videos to courseware authoring systems
or your LMS with just a couple of clicks. Making a video shouldn’t
be a drag. It should be drag and drop!

507 Forio

526 GoReact
forio.com
+1.415.440.7500

www.goreact.com
+1.801.717.3499

Forio builds and hosts online business simulation games used
by Harvard Business School, Wharton, MIT Sloan, and other
universities and major corporations. Learners are actively
engaged because they play a role. They’re not just reading and
analyzing. Over 60% of all MBAs currently enrolled at business
schools worldwide will play a Forio simulation game before they
graduate. We also build multiplayer collaborative or competitive
simulation games with several Fortune 500 clients. Forio
Epicenter, our simulation development software, allows for the
rapid creation of simulation front-ends, as well as dashboards and
data visualizations.

GoReact is like game film for training and skill development. It’s a
cloud-based video software for giving time-coded feedback and
critique of speeches, presentations, or any other performancebased skill. Coaching that used to require an in-person setting can
now be effectively done online. With asynchronous video, users
report a stronger connection with their trainers—even in sessions
with huge numbers of participants—and increased retention and
implementation of best practices. The combination of video and
precise, contextual feedback is the scientific formula for rapid skill
development and increased effectiveness for anyone in almost
any discipline. GoReact is perfect for corporate training, sales
training, online courses and more.

120

211

Geenio
www.geen.io
+1.812.767.9313

We help companies and institutions of all sizes to improve their
results. Every industry needs to respond rapidly to changing
markets and new scientific discoveries. Geenio provides users
with an integrated power toolkit for sharing, delivering and
managing professional knowledge without having any experience
in course authoring or using a single line of code. All in one place.

18

gomo
gomolearning.com
+1.212.574.8233

Since its global launch in 2014, gomo has made a huge impact
in the e-learning market, gaining the recognition of industry
guru Craig Weiss as a top 5 authoring tool in the world, as
well as being honoured with a prestigious Brandon Hall award.
With an ever-growing client base, including Nike, Burberry,
United Healthcare, JP Morgan, and many more, gomo is quickly
becoming the established choice for global organisations seeking
collaborative and future-proof HTML5 multi-device e-learning. We
are delighted to launch the all-new gomo learning suite for 2015.
There’s no other cloud-based authoring solution on the market
offering such simple content creation and seamless hosting and
analytics capability as gomo.
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PREMIUM SPONSOR

231

ICD Translation

www.grovo.com
+1.212.924.2579
Grovo is a better way to learn at work. The SaaS-based
learning ecosystem empowers businesses with the technology
and content to align, educate, and inspire their teams. From
onboarding to professional development, Grovo’s 60-second
microlearning videos teach everything 21st-century employees
need, delivered on a platform that learners and trainers love.
Founded in 2010, Grovo was recently recognized as the “Best
Place to Work in NY Tech” by Internet Week. Its award-winning
microlearning content has been recognized by Chief Learning
Officer and Training Industry Magazine. Grovo has raised venture
financing from Accel Partners, Greg Waldorf, Costanoa Venture
Capital, SoftTech VC, Lerer Ventures, and Red Swan Ventures.
Learn more at www.grovo.com.

524 HapYak Interactive Video

www.icdtranslation.com
+1.262.781.1702
ICD Translation is a comprehensive language services provider
that specializes in translating eLearning, mLearning, and training
materials created in Articulate, Captivate, and LM Systems.
ICD has over 20 years of experience translating technical and
educational documentation as well as localizing software,
websites, and voice-overs into numerous languages. Using
sophisticated cloud-based translation memory technology, our
clients can access and review projects remotely and securely,
which can streamline international training and e-learning
strategies. ICD vows to work alongside your company to create
superior multilingual educational and training materials and
strengthen your global presence.

337

Indusgeeks

www.hapyak.com
+1.617.855.8390

http://www.indusgeeks.com
+1.650.488.8072

HapYak is the interactive video platform which makes it easy to
add interactive elements to any video, such as in-video quizzes,
chapters and links. Why use it? Simple: Add HapYak to your
videos, and learners watch longer, engage more and retain more
information. HapYak delivers video engagement. Guaranteed.
HapYak works on all your video—any player, any device. It’s
HTML5 and CSS-based, enabling interactive video on computers,
iPads and more with a look and feel that’s fully customizable.
HapYak is easy. If you can watch a video, you can make it
interactive.

Indusgeeks is a multiaward-winning company that creates gamebased training, business simulations, and gamification solutions
for all industry types and processes. Our customized learning
solutions are cost efficient, LMS compatible, and designed for
both mobile and desktop devices. Our solutions are future ready
and can also be ported to different AR and VR devices.

414

437 InfoPro Learning

HT2
www.ht2.co.uk
+1.419.974.0197

At HT2 we’re passionate about changing people’s lives through
learning, investing our expertise in hi-tech software tools and hitouch integration, implementation, and consultancy. Established
in 2000, we’re widely respected in the industry for changing
behaviour through social learning and proving impact with
data. We’re proud to work with clients including Xerox, Google,
Accenture, KPMG, Grant Thornton, Shell, University of San Diego,
and many more. Our flagship product, Curatr, is a leading social
learning platform for business, and our open-source learning
record store, Learning Locker, is the world’s most-installed LRS.
Get in touch to find out about our award-winning software and
options for joining our Partner network.

Over the last 8 years, we’ve had the privilege of working
with Fortune 1000 companies, defense organizations, and
governments worldwide to transform their training content
into more gamified, interactive, immersive, and narrative-driven
experiences. Our expertise in creating engaging training content
and delivery frameworks makes us the right partner to train your
millennial workforce.

SPONSOR
www.infoprolearning.com
+1.609.606.9020

InfoPro Learning is an award-winning performance consulting
and training development company. With over 20 years of
history in the L&D industry, their proprietary learning models
and methodologies have been proven to help organizations
around the world achieve desired performance outcomes in
various functions, such as sales, customer service, compliance,
and onboarding. Each model has been perfected over time to
provide the right blend of learning strategy, design, training
development, informal learning interventions, and an effective
use of technology to achieve desired performance outcomes and
reduce time to proficiency by over 30%.
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202 Ingenuiti

PREMIUM SPONSOR

234 Intuition

www.ingenuiti.com
+1.757.226.0952

www.intuition.com
+1.212.838.7115

Ingenuiti is a leading provider of global learning services,
focused on helping companies extend their training capabilities
internationally. Ingenuiti is an industry leader in turnkey eLearning
localization, with the ability to translate and publish your current
training content so that it is ready for hosting on your company’s
LMS. Other services provided by Ingenuiti include translation, ILT
to eLearning conversion, eLearning conversion across platforms,
multilingual video subtitling and dubbing, voice-over recording,
eLearning development support, and mobile learning translation.
www.ingenuiti.com

Intuition is a leading global knowledge solutions company.
We help clients optimize their knowledge capital through
the provision of content, technology solutions, advisory, and
outsourcing services. For over 25 years, we have been a trusted
knowledge advisor and partner to the world’s leading companies
and public-sector organizations. As knowledge is the backbone
of any organization’s success, our expertise is in helping our
clients optimally manage and distribute knowledge effectively.
Combining a deep understanding of clients and their industries,
along with our comprehensive capabilities, we deliver solutions
that enable clients to trade more effectively. This unrivalled
combination sets us apart in the marketplace.

426 Inkling

237

PREMIUM SPONSOR
www.inkling.com
+1.844.Inkling

in

inWhatLanguage
TM

Better Translation. Better Value.

WHAT LANGUAGE

www.inwhatlanguage.com
+1.801.618.3450

Training is moving out of the classroom and into the palm of
learners’ hands. Inkling for Learning and Development meets the
demands of the mobile workforce by moving your information
to the cloud, making it accessible, searchable, and automatically
updated across every end user’s device of choice. Inkling makes
it easy to create engaging, dynamic content to share with
learners. With built-in content intelligence, you can analyze enduser engagement to measure the true value of your content.
Continually improve your content—and your ROI. That’s the
power of Inkling for Learning and Development.

inWhatLanguage is an expert provider of translation and
language technology services for the world’s top organizations.
We make it easy, fast, accurate, and affordable to translate and
localize any type of document, website, software, mobile app,
training module, multimedia content, and more. Combine 40
years of industry experience with clients such as Boeing, LEGO,
Cisco, abilities in any authoring platform (Storyline, Lectora,
Captivate, etc.), and API integrations for LMS systems, and we are
the best value in the industry! We would love to create a longterm partnership with you and your organization. Give us a shot;
you’ll be glad you did! info@inwhatlanguage.com

442 Interpro Translation Solutions, Inc.

312

www.interproinc.com
+1.630.245.7169
Since 1995, Interpro has been assisting companies worldwide
in providing accurate language translation services. Clients
enjoy partnering with Interpro due to our attention to
detail, responsiveness, the quality of our translations, and
the capabilities we bring to the table. Interpro’s services
include translation of e-Learning modules, training materials,
documentation, web content, and software. Our e-Learning
services include script transcription and translation, professional
studio voiceover recording and audio synching, adaptation of
interactive content, graphics localization, on-screen mouse
movement reproduction, comprehensive multimedia authoring,
and validation of target-language modules ensuring linguistic and
functional precision.

20

iSpring Solutions, Inc.

PREMIUM SPONSOR

www.ispringsolutions.com
+1.800.640.0868
iSpring Solutions, Inc., is an international software vendor of
professional tools for e-Learning authoring. iSpring is known for
its excellently engineered software for creating mobile-friendly
presentations and e-Learning courses, and is loved by over
40,000 customers all over the globe.
Perfect for any sector of business or education, iSpring helps
create video courses, online presentations, and quizzes fast
and easy right in PowerPoint. Innovative publishing technology
converts content to Web or LMS format for flawless playback
on any device. The upcoming eighth version, with a brand-new
conversation trainer and screen capture tool, puts even more
power into the hands of busy developers. For more details, please
go to www.ispringsolutions.com.
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JPW Consulting, LLC

140

Leaderboard Learning

www.jpwconsulting.com
+1.877.TEAMJPW

www.leaderboardlearning.com
+1.844.532.3372

JPW Consulting is a leading training and change management
consulting firm focused on increasing end-user adoption. Our
mission is to provide a blended learning approach, which includes
premier training, eLearning, project consulting, and instructional
design tailored to each client’s business and workflow. Our
priority is to ensure client satisfaction by developing and
implementing innovative and engaging eLearning solutions within
each client’s timeframe and budget. We currently provide services
within Fortune 500 companies and have extensive experience in
financial, banking, technology, insurance, telecommunications,
pharmaceuticals, energy, and manufacturing industries.

Put the fun back into learning while saving time and money!
Leaderboard Learning is a training consulting firm specializing in
mobile game-based training development. They use proven and
effective game-based learning methods to build mobile training
solutions that are custom tailored to meet the needs of your
business. Leaderboard Learning strives to improve knowledge
retention and employee engagement, provide real-time analytics,
identify learning gaps, and address training pain-points. Whether
it is process training, product training, or onboarding, they’ve
done it all! There is literally no subject that won’t benefit from
game-based learning. The reason is simple; everyone learns better
when they are having fun!

216

325

Knowledge Guru by Bottom-Line Performance

LearnUpon

www.theknowledgeguru.com
+1.317.861.7281

www.LearnUpon.com
+1.888.908.3960

Knowledge Guru® is the game-based learning platform from
Bottom-Line Performance that uses learning science to increase
employee knowledge retention and improve performance. Use
it to create a single game that teaches foundational knowledge
or an extended play experience that incorporates performance
challenges to help players acquire new skills. Knowledge Guru is
ideal for product knowledge, policies and procedures, safety and
compliance, new employee onboarding, and more. Knowledge
Guru was the recipient of three 2014 Brandon Hall awards,
including “Gold” for Best Advance in Gaming or Simulation
Technology. It was created by Bottom-Line Performance, a
custom learning solutions provider founded in 1995.

LearnUpon is a cloud-based learning management system (LMS)
used by over 400 companies worldwide. LearnUpon has over
250 U.S. customers, including DocuSign, Citrix, WideOrbit, SDL,
and Newmont Mining. LearnUpon is quick to set up and easy to
use. Our customers are up and running, delivering courses to
their learners in less than an hour of signup. LearnUpon is fully
responsive for mobile devices and comes with a native iOS app.
LearnUpon supports all content types, including documents,
video, audio, SCORM, and Tin Can. Our testing engine allows you
to quickly create exams and surveys. Create and assign courses
or learning paths to your learners in minutes. Automatically award
branded certificates on completion. Full suite of reports available.

431

211

KZO Innovations
www.kzoinnovations.com
+1.703.634.9386

KZO Innovations is an enterprise video content management
platform used to capture, manage, and distribute video
content. Differentiated by extensive search and collaboration
capabilities and ease of use, KZO helps its commercial enterprise
and government clients increase efficiency, communication,
training, and engagement through advanced video capture and
management services. Using KZO Innovations to manage your
video enterprise-wide ensures that the right videos are being
delivered to the right people at the right time and that video
consumption is monitored and linked to other enterprise systems
like your company’s LMS. For more information, please visit
http://kzoinnovations.com/.

LEO

SPONSOR
leolearning.com
+1.212.574.8233

In a faster, more complex world than ever before, LEO sits
alongside organizations to help them move learning to the
heart of their business strategy. With an unrivaled combination
of experience, expertise, and capability, we design and deliver
a strategic mix of world-class multi-device learning content,
media, tools, and platforms. This enables us to deliver end-to-end
learning architectures that fit seamlessly into global businesses
and transform performance. LEO is part of Learning Technologies
Group, PLC (LTG).
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511

Linguavista

219

lynda.com

www.lingua-vista.com/
lingualearn-suite/
+91.7773008801

SPONSOR
www.lynda.com
+1.888.335.9632

Linguavista is a language and business services provider
specializing in content, media, legal, and HR solutions that
helps businesses expand multilingually, connect with their
audience better, and enhance their brand image. Linguavista
offers business solutions for the E-learning sector through its
LinguaLearn Suite. The LinguaLearn Suite consists of localization,
voice-over, subtitling, automated dubbing, multimedia, 3-D
animation, customer service, and marketing modules. Pick only
those modules that meet your needs and only pay for them.
Our efficient project management, cost-friendly approach,
and favorable business relations have helped brands grow
faster without compromising on quality. Are you ready for the
#linguarevolution?

lynda.com helps anyone in any organization learn software,
creative, and business skills to achieve personal, academic, or
professional goals. With a lynda.com subscription, users get
unlimited access to a vast online library of high-quality, current,
and engaging video tutorials taught by passionate, expert
instructors. People of any skill level have the ability to watch
bite-size segments for immediate problem solving or take
comprehensive courses from start to finish—at work, school,
home, or on the go. New courses and topics are added almost
daily at no extra cost.

509 Lionbridge

315
www.lionbridge.com
+1.781.434.6000

Maestro
meetmaestro.com
+1.800.319.2122

Lionbridge is a global outsourcing company that combines its
worldwide technical documentation, learning development, and
engineering expertise with proven program management to bring
life to our clients’ products and services. Organizations rely on
Lionbridge’s content and engineering services to help increase
the speed of product adoption and gain market share in local
and global markets. As the world’s largest marketing localization
firm, Lionbridge combines the language expertise and operational
capabilities you need to engage the global consumer with the
greatest impact. Leveraging our global operating model, flexible
technology approach and deep cultural expertise, Lionbridge
enables brands to deliver local relevance on a global scale.

A performance partner, Maestro builds tools that help the
world’s most advanced companies perform beautifully. These
include software development, digital content, and strategy and
consulting for learning, sales, and marketing. Market leaders
such as Netflix, Facebook, Twitter, and Johnson & Johnson, for
example, have chosen Maestro to differentiate their brands,
add measurable value, and drive business-changing results. Our
company is proof that strategic smarts, as the guide for the right
tools in the right hands, can yield beautiful, startling, and highly
effective results.

326 Litmos

434 Mediasite by Sonic Foundry

SPONSOR
Litmos.com
+1.925.251.2220

Litmos is an award-winning learning management system and
the most user-friendly LMS in the world. Litmos enables the rapid
creation of web-based courses and easy distribution to learners
on Mac, PC, iPhone, iPad, and Android. Easily create learning
courses in minutes. Litmos is the future of learning! Thousands of
companies have switched from their old LMS to Litmos over the
years. Find out why and start your FREE trial today! *No credit
card, no risk, and no obligation.

22

www.sonicfoundry.com
+1.608.443.1610
Sonic Foundry (NASDAQ: SOFO) is the trusted global leader
for video capture, management, and webcasting solutions in
education, business, and government in over 60 countries.
Trusted by 1,400 colleges and universities, the patented Mediasite
Enterprise Video Platform quickly and cost effectively automates
the capture, management, delivery, and search of live and ondemand videos and rich media. Sonic Foundry is the leader in
Aragon Research’s Globe for Video Content Management, Frost
& Sullivan’s lecture capture leader for seven consecutive years, a
leader in Forrester’s Enterprise Video Platforms and Webcasting
Wave, and a challenger in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for enterprise
video content management.
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346 Mindmarker

125

Mobile Coach

www.mindmarker.com
+1.855.662.7537

www.mobilecoach.com
+1.888.977.2522

Mindmarker provides continuous training reinforcement by
automatically sending content in the months following your
training. Using your current training content and learning/
behavior objectives, our specialists create a custom reinforcement
program that’s designed to get you results. With Mindmarker
Analytics, you’ll be able to measure behavior change in
your participants, creating actionable intelligence for your
organization.

Mobile Coach drives unprecedented engagement and
accountability as a post-training experience. By engaging
employees with simple, periodic text message conversations,
Mobile Coach reinforces skills and knowledge they would
otherwise forget. Recent stats from a Mobile Coach client
showed that 90% of participants were engaging at least once
a week over a six-week period. Mobile Coach delivers high
engagement, personalization, and simplicity in your post-training
reinforcement. Some of our clients include H&R Block, Stanford
Children’s Hospital, and Oakley.

537

232

Mitr Learning & Media

Morningside Translations

www.mitrmedia.com
+91.22.40158739
Mitr is a leading digital content solutions company based in
Mumbai, India. Serving leading corporations and educational
publishers for their new-age content needs is a key focus at Mitr.
Since inception we have invested in HTML5 technology, and with
our innovation we are able to offer our clients the possibility of
creating content in Flash and then exporting it to HTML5 using
Mitr authoring tools. Our services include:
• Flash-to-HTML5 conversion
• Full cycle, multi-platform eLearning courseware development
in HTML5 and Flash
• Interactive eBook services

531

mLevel

www.morningtrans.com
+1.212.648.8800
Morningside is a recognized leader in e-Learning and training
translation, providing multilingual solutions in 100+ languages
to help companies deliver instruction to new employees, sales
teams, and customers across the globe. Our services include
translation, interpretation, voiceovers, DTP, and technical and
linguistic QA. With incisive technical and subject matter expertise,
seamless integration of multimedia content, and an ISO-certified
quality management system, Morningside delivers superior
e-Learning localization 24/7, on time and on budget.

129
www.mlevel.com
+1.888.564.5395

mLevel is the industry-leading casual learning platform used
by global Fortune 500 companies to make learning fun while
improving real business results. Traditional enterprise training
programs are expensive and ineffective. mLevel changes the
game by offering a low-cost solution that immerses employees
in a fun, casual learning experience that can be easily scaled
across an organization. Our SaaS-based platform allows you to
quickly create and deliver interactive learning games to play on
nearly any device, all backed by detailed analytics. Leaderboards,
badges, and social learning interactions drive long-term
engagement and ultimately lead to motivated employees who
perform better. Learn better with mLevel.

nawmal
nawmal.com

nawmal’s unique movie-making artificial intelligence is making
it radically easier, quicker and more cost effective for anyone
and everyone to tell stories and communicate their ideas.
nawmalMAKE is simple to learn and easy and fast to use:
• Create professional-quality animated videos in minutes
• Improve viewer engagement
• Elevate retention of information
Anyone can do it:
• Choose where you want the movie to take place
• Choose one or more actors
• Type the dialogue you want performed
• Press play, and you have made a movie
So why not turn your text into a movie? You can do it right now
with nawmalMAKE.
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521

NexLearn, LLC

113

OnPoint Digital

www.NexLearn.com
+1.316.265.2170

www.onpointdigital.com
+1.912.898.9202

NexLearn’s solution for all of your e-Learning needs has arrived.
The concept is simple: All things e-Learning under one roof.
NexLearn is your one-stop-shop, single-vendor solution for all
your e-Learning creation and implementation needs. Our team
of instructional designers, writers, graphic artists, engineers,
and media experts will take you from concept to production to
launch. We offer complete LMS/LRS services, custom courseware
development, training management software, title library of
courseware, and SimWriter®, the only PATENTED simulation
authoring tool.

OnPoint provides powerful yet affordable online and mobile
learning solutions for the enterprise. Our hosted LMS/LCMS
platform offers on-demand content delivery, testing, competency
tracking, messaging, custom portals, social media, and 150+
standard reports. Our award-winning CellCast® Solution enables
organizations to securely deliver content and messaging to
smartphones and tablets. Learners use device-specific CellCast
“apps” to download content (HTML, video, audio, PPT, ePub,
tests/surveys) and track progress/completion detail. Apps include
Android, Apple iOS, BlackBerry, Windows RT, even PCs/Macs.
Advanced features include push notifications, custom UIs, usergenerated content, gamification, localization, SSO, and Tin Can/
xAPI support.

339 NovoEd

114

SPONSOR
https://novoed.com
+1.415.789.3062

OpenSketch

SPONSOR
www.open-sketch.com
+1.800.579.6017

NovoEd transforms talent development with effective online
training. Our social learning platform combines the latest in
learning science with modern web technology to deliver the most
engaging online learning experience. Use your material or license
trusted content from top-tier business schools, corporate training
firms, and executive education programs. Our design services
make it easy to convert in-person training to scalable online
programs or corporate MOOCs. Our clients and partners include
Comcast, Citrix, Deloitte, Acumen, Stanford Graduate School
of Business, Wharton, Darden, and more! With NovoEd, there is
no compromise—bring the best of classroom learning to more
people at a lower cost.

Having developed technology and an infrastructure that has
served millions of learners worldwide, OpenSketch is a full-service
education development group capable of helping companies
reach their learners. We offer a variety of learning tools, including
simulators, quizzes, interactive games, activities, and tools,
available through computers and mobile devices. OpenSketch
develops engaging eLearning tools that facilitate learner
navigation, comprehension of materials, and makes certain that
your business has a successful implementation of new systems
and/or process through cutting-edge educational methods. With
thousands of courses already created, OpenSketch has honed a
process that simplifies everything for the learner and manager.

333

528

Obsidian Learning
www.obsidianlearning.com
+1.281.732.5940

Simply effective. That’s how we describe the tools and solutions
we deliver. We develop tools for eLearning professionals to
succeed. We develop custom training that gives our clients
measurable results, engages learners, and fosters collaboration.
Since 1998, our team has built elegant solutions that engage
learners and accelerate skill development. Our proven methods
are grounded in cognitive research, adult learning theory, and
solid design principles. And our new HTML5 rapid authoring
tool—Obsidian Black—is set to be a game-changer in the industry.
With an easy-to-use interface, Obsidian Black lets you build
engaging, interactive content that’s mobile-ready: native HTML5
that will play in any modern browser without plugins.

24

Origin Learning, Inc.
www.originlearning.com
+1.817.917.1282

Origin Learning, Inc. is an Atlanta-based Learning Solutions and
Technology company offering expertise in design, technologyenabled custom content development, and learning platform
services. The services include LMS & LCMS support, mobile
learning, and multi-platform and multi-device compatible
template development. Origin has a cloud-based social learning
platform with an in-built LMS, a communication portal, a social
component that allows content portability and extensive analytic
capabilities. Origin’s clients spread across North America,
Europe, Asia, Australia and India and include Fortune 100 and
Fortune 500 companies. Origin’s USP is its offshore development
capabilities, efficient pricing and quick turnaround time.
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PaGamO (Bonio Inc.)

316

Questionmark

https://official.pagamo.com.tw
+1.626.231.6726

www.questionmark.com
+1.800.863.3950

The mission of BoniO Inc. is to create the best educational
software for students and learners of all ages following the idea
of learning through gaming. Their first product, PaGamO, is the
first online social gaming platform for education. With PaGamO
students can learn and repeat class content, solve quizzes, and
do homework assignments while gaming online. Meanwhile,
teachers can monitor students’ performance in real-time, create
individualized curricula for each student, and manage classrooms
efficiently—making PaGamO a must-have for every classroom!
The game’s success proves it: the young company’s software
has already been installed in hundreds of schools in Asia and the
United States and counts over 60,000 users around the globe.

Questionmark assessment and portal solutions enable
organizations to measure knowledge, skills, and attitudes
for certification, channel expertise, workforce learning, and
regulatory compliance. Questionmark’s assessment management
system, available as a cloud-based solution or for on-premise
deployment, enables collaborative, multilingual authoring;
multiple delivery options, including mobile devices; trustable
results; and comprehensive analytics.
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445 Raptivity by Harbinger Knowledge Products

Plantronics, Inc.
www.plantronics.com
+1.800.544.4660

www.raptivity.com
+1.425.861.8400

Powered by a 50+-year obsession with perfecting headsets
and backed by an outstanding warranty and support network,
Plantronics audio devices have earned a sound reputation in
schools and universities, online educators, and learning assistance
entities. With Plantronics, educators and administrators can
become more agile and productive with high-quality, costeffective tools, perfectly suited for any budget-sensitive
environment. Educational IT professionals are discovering the
value in language labs, the virtual classroom, individual CBT,
lecture halls, and administration.

Harbinger Knowledge Products is recognized as a global
leader in interactivity solutions for knowledge-sharing
applications. It serves customers in over 65 countries through
its offices in US and India and its partner network worldwide.
Harbinger’s innovation and patented technology have resulted
in groundbreaking products, including Raptivity®, YawnBuster®,
Exaltive, SiteJazzer and TeemingPod.

334 Poll Everywhere

433 RedSeed

Poll Everywhere

Raptivity, an interactivity building tool, offers a collection of
190+ customizable templates for creating sophisticated learning
interactions, such as brainteasers, exercises, games, simulations,
and more. The newly released Raptivity Linker allows users to
string together various Raptivity interactions and create short
interactive learning modules.

https://www.polleverywhere.com/
+1.800.388.2039

Poll Everywhere is the easiest way to gather live responses in
any venue … conferences, concerts, classrooms, and company
off-sites—anywhere with Internet. We've been working to end
“death by PowerPoint” and raise the bar on presenting since
2008. Our customers include Google, TED, McDonalds, Starbucks,
and almost 50% of the Fortune 1000. We replace expensive
proprietary audience-response hardware with standard web
technology that anyone can use. Because our service works
instantly at incredibly affordable rates, you can use it in a
huge variety of ways ... from checking for basic knowledge
to staging a team competition, or from taking attendance to
collecting questions for the Q&A wrap-up. Learn more at www.
polleverywhere.com.

redseed.training
+64.377.7936
RedSeed is cloud-based training specifically designed for
retailers. We create online training solutions for retailers who
want to provide a world-class experience to their customers. Our
courses focus on creating long-term, sustainable changes to the
sales and service culture of any retail business. We deliver results
that retailers really want ... and that customers actually notice:
•
•
•
•

Reduce your training costs
Change the behaviour of your sales team
Grow sales confidence in your business
Easily measure training against sales

Become the retailer of choice.
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Rehearsal VRP

SPONSOR

515

Sealworks Interactive Studios

www.rehearsalvrp.com
+1.775.323.1899

SPONSOR

sealworks.com
+1.800.460.6494

Rehearsal VRP is a communication platform that turns videobased scenarios into a talent development opportunity. Record a
question using your webcam, invite others to respond to it using
any connected camera or mobile device, and instantly learn how
others think—their choice words, body language, and readiness
when faced with real-life situations, challenges, or questions.
Then critique submissions with video responses and continue the
dialog until the lesson is learned and the performance is exactly
where it needs to be. Rehearsal VRP: Perfecting Workplace
Performance.

Sealworks develops custom solutions blending design and
technology with a focus on learning. We can take a concept
through development to launch with a road map to grow and
expand as your needs evolve. Our team offers everything from
planning, prototyping, design, user interface to user experience
design, development of mobile apps, courses, web apps, and
tools to ecosystems. We utilize our LaunchCycle.com platform for
managing products, teams, and tasks. We love partnering with
clients to collaborate and create exciting solutions.

412

230 Seertech Solutions

RISC, Inc.
www.risc-inc.com
+1.281.480.7910

www.seertechsolutions.com
+1.800.689.4711

RISC, Inc., has specialized in enterprise learning management
solutions since 1992. The award-winning VTA Talent Management
Suite integrates training, assessment, and competency
management into a single system with robust reporting to
support the needs of organizations spanning multiple sites and
languages. Students can search course offerings, review training
assignments, enroll in classes, and launch eLearning. Supervisors
can monitor and schedule training, assess employees, and assign
developmental activities through an intuitive web interface.
RISC is a technology innovator as an xAPI early adopter and a
cloud LMS provider since 1999, supporting hosted sites on six
continents in a number of heavily regulated industries.

Seertech Solutions is a specialized LMS vendor focused on
organizations with complex learning requirements. With offices in
5 countries and customers operating in over 80, Seertech caters
to organizations with a global footprint. iLearningPLUS is a highly
configurable LMS built on Oracle’s iLearning platform, and has
won awards for our mobile UI, e-commerce/extended enterprise,
compliance, and reporting/learning analytics capabilities. Our
LMS is particularly well suited for organizations with sophisticated
and unique requirements. We work across all industry verticals
and support customers in every time zone around the globe. To
learn more, contact us at info@seertechsolutions.com or stop by
our booth #230.

439 Saltbox

530 Sify eLearning
http://www.saltbox.com
+1.206.456.5115

Saltbox helps companies connect employee learning to
performance and business outcomes. We’ve built Wax LRS, the
premiere enterprise-grade SaaS learning analysis platform in
production use today. Wax LRS is highly scalable and provides
useful reporting designed for Learning & Development. We’re
major contributors to the Experience API specification. We
have the most extensive production xAPI & LRS implementation
experience, working with recognized brands like Walmart, Sears,
AIA.org, Netgear, Price Waterhouse Coopers, CGU Insurance, and
Razorfish on large-scale projects. We’ve walked in your shoes as
an innovative Learning & Development leader and have a deep
understanding of your business requirements. We’ve done this
before.

26

www.sifyelearning.com
+1.408.459.7623
For 14 years, Sify has helped L&D organizations of corporations
and human development agencies dramatically improve
efficiencies in development of custom eLearning, ILT materials,
and LMS implementations and support. This has helped to
increase people performance capabilities and improve learner
satisfaction with significantly reduced time to rollout and costs.
We do this through award-winning competencies in project
execution, learning and media design, multi-language content
development, mobility, and LMS technologies. Our solutions
work seamlessly on computers and mobile devices and include
gamification; 3D virtual environments; interactive books;
augmented reality; xAPI-enabled learning portals; and instructorled, virtual, and flipped classrooms.
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545 simpleshow usa corp

109

Skytap, Inc.

www.simpleshow.com
+1.844.468.5447

www.skytap.com
+1.206.866.1162

Simpleshow provides concise, enjoyable video clips that solve
society’s need to transfer knowledge in the shortest amount
of time possible. Within just 3 minutes, simpleshow can deliver
any message to explain any idea, no matter how complex.
Simpleshow produces thousands of videos for their clients such
as American Express, Microsoft, Mercedes, Novartis, Bayer, SAP,
Porsche, Adobe, McDonalds, BASF and many more. Companies
utilize our product for both internal and external learning, PR,
compliance, marketing and communications. We do this in over
50 languages around the world.

Skytap provides Environments-as-a-Service (EaaS) to transform
the software development lifecycle and help customers
deliver better software, faster. Today’s enterprise is challenged
to continuously deliver new customer-facing applications,
while overcoming increasing complexity in IT infrastructures.
Our customers use Skytap to manage, share, deploy, and
decommission on-demand environments that contain everything
needed to collaborate at each phase of the SDLC, without
unnecessary costs and project delays. Enterprise IT organizations
maintain full visibility and cost control, while allowing dev and
test teams to self-provision labs and share complex environments
with ease, for a lasting boost to agile DevOps initiatives.

214

112

Skillaware

Software Secure, Inc.

www.skillaware.com
+1.630.652.0045

www.softwaresecure.com
+1.617.340.6381

Skillaware™ is a new performance support and learning analytics
platform designed to support your IT workforce during the
rollout of new software platforms and procedures across your
organization. Skillaware™ is the only market solution blending
standards from business process improvement (BPMN), learning
analytics (Tin Can/Experience API), and technical documentation
(DITA), empowering users in new software onboarding, cutting
training costs, and increasing workforce productivity and
performance. Stop by Booth 214 and experience Skillaware 2.0,
now with live software GPS guides, rule-based decision support,
learning analytics, text-to-speech, and much more. If Your People
are Lost in Process, Skillaware™ is Your Software GPS!

Software Secure provides authentication and exam proctoring
solutions for any distance education environment. Its webcambased RPNow solution offers convenient, affordable, scalable,
and efficient exam proctoring that reduces the burden, costs, and
risks associated with administering online exams from a distance.
Software Secure puts versatility at the center of its proctoring
solutions to help institutions protect online exam integrity and
eliminate cheating—while increasing convenience for students
and administrators using the technology and systems they
are already familiar with. Software Secure is dedicated to the
principles that taking an online exam with integrity should be
easy and convenient.

105

345 Soundview

SkyPrep

SPONSOR
www.skyprep.com
+1.855.759.7737

Specializing in automating, scaling, and painlessly transitioning
every aspect of employee training to an online platform,
SkyPrep is the LMS without the mess. Built around simplicity
and ease-of-use, the platform is as user-friendly as they come,
without sacrificing any of the functionality that you need. The
clear and intuitive design easily guides the learner and allows
administrators to complete any action with the least amount
of clicks. With many customization options available, anyone
using the platform will feel as though they are using an inhouse application. When you pair the platform with top-notch,
personalized support, you get an LMS experience like no other.

Soundview.com
+1.484.732.8918
Soundview pioneered the concept of outlining the key points and
ideas of full-length business books into quick and easy-to-read
summaries. Now, we’ve taken the concept of Executive Book
Summaries and enhanced it with a full complement of multimedia
business content to bring you our comprehensive Enterprise
Learning suite. With our robust library of content, including
business book summaries, SmartTips video series, SoundviewPro
video courses, live interactive webinars, and our Executive Edge
newsletter, a Soundview Enterprise license can serve as either the
foundation of or a valuable addition to any corporate training and
education initiative.
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420 SpokenHere

233

TEKsystems Training and Education Services
http://teksystems.com/
education-services
+1.585.441.6598

http://www.spoken-here.com
+1.888.250.5942
Full-service language provider, offering the following:
• Professional translation: from and to any language
• Voiceover: native speaking talent and expert production services
for training videos, corporate promotional materials, online
learning, audio/video guided tours, and any other application
• Turnkey eLearning service: full range of services—export/import
any text format/LMS, translate, voiceover and synchronize, open/
closed captioning, subtitling, and delivery in original format
• Typesetting: flow translations into original format to look and
function like original
• eLearning: translators work side by side with in-country
regulatory specialists and in-house Flash and CMS teams to
create ready-to-deploy eLearning courses, saving money and
time to market

TEKsystems Training and Education Services provides the
oversight and support your business and IT learning initiatives
require—including assessment, design, development, delivery,
and ongoing management. Learning modalities continue to
evolve, so we continue to research, evaluate, and invest in the
latest innovations in order to deliver right-fit solutions that are
customized to each client’s workforce and align to business
objectives. We specialize in supporting enterprise change
initiatives and training programs designed for clients’ unique
products and processes. We develop e-learning, instructor-led,
virtual, and blended solutions, including coaching, videos, games,
and simulations providing adequate performance support.

512

327

Sumaria Learning Solutions

Learning Solutions

Texas A&M University Commerce
master.elearning.tamuc.edu/show
+1.877.211.9336

www.sumarialearning.com
+1.866.786.2742

Sumaria Learning Solutions, a global award-winning learning
solutions provider, designs, develops, and delivers customized
cutting-edge learning solutions integrating the latest technologies
tailored to address the dynamic needs of your organization.
We create world-class end-user learning experiences, bringing
you access to content just when and where you need it! We are
proud to have successfully partnered with a variety of clients
deploying innovative learning solutions that provide proven value.
Our extensive capabilities comprise enterprise learning strategy,
technologies including customized mobile app development and
augmented reality, and instructional design and development
with learning measurement and performance support.

Texas A&M University-Commerce’s Online Master of Science in
Global eLearning equips specialists in education for practice
in public education, private education, business, industry,
and non-profit organizations. Learning and technology are
intertwined as we develop the next generation of enhanced
training, development, and teaching to engage learners with key
components of instructional technology. Learn from the best in
the industry in an innovative and technology-rich environment.
There has never been a better time to take the next step in your
career.

226 TechSmith Corporation

241

www.techsmith.com
+1.517.381.2300
Train everyone on everything! Whether it’s a new upgrade,
routine, or implementation, you provide guidance to the rest of
the company. For some, training goes outside of the company to
partners, clients, and fans. It’s important to create dynamic and
accessible content. Explore TechSmith solutions to create and
share training.
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text&form
+1.855.671.6527
www.textform.com

A safe bet in Las Vegas? Yes, there IS such a thing. If you’re
looking to expand internationally, text&form has your back. With
our proven localization skills, flexible workflows and specialized
multimedia and eLearning division, we help clients speak to
global users in the language they understand best: their own.
From subtitles and professional voiceovers to localized animation,
graphics and storyboards, we have the subject-matter expertise
and technical pizzazz it takes to exceed expectations. Every time.
Experience a new level of tailored solutions and customer service
from the SAP Language Services Supplier of the Year. Are you
ready to enhance the learning experience for your users around
the world? Visit us at booth 241.
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330 The Training Associates

215

Train by Cell

www.thetrainingassociates.com
+1.800.241.8868

www.trainbycell.com
+1.415.615.0150

Founded in 1994, The Training Associates is the largest, most
recognized provider of on-demand learning and development
talent and solutions. TTA’s talent offerings feature over 25,000
L&D resources specializing in adult learning for all technologies
and business/soft skills. Our services include our ability to
undertake and manage projects of any size or scope related to
the design, development, and delivery of training.

Train by Cell is the leading provider of all the technology an
organization needs to begin engaging with its employees,
its vendors, and customers in a mobile-friendly way. Build a
mobile-friendly web site in minutes for training, storing content,
a meeting—for anything! Push out a text message or email
campaign using our scheduler and SMS platform. Mobile touches
and reminders are a guaranteed way to improve learning and
responsiveness. Our off-the-shelf, drag-and-drop, cloud-based
solutions cover every aspect of a mobile engagement.

416

429 TrainingRelief, Inc.

TorranceLearning
http://www.torrancelearning.com
+1.734.433.0513

www.TrainingRelief.com
+1.877.646.2311

TorranceLearning offers custom instructional design and
development for amazing elearning, mlearning, and face-toface training. Our goal is to make our clients look like rockstars,
so we build training your learners actually want to take.
TorranceLearning’s high-touch Agile-based project management
approach (we call it LLAMA—stop by the booth and we’ll tell you
why!) ensures projects stay on time, on budget and are just what
you need ... even if what you need changes. And every project
team is guaranteed to be made up of people you actually enjoy
working with.

TrainingRelief enables organizations of any size to create and
distribute training faster and easier than ever. Our intuitive online
course authoring tool allows you to create interactive, textbookstyle courses in minutes with a large variety of media elements
and assessment tools. Once the trainee completes the course, an
automatically generated certificate will be available for download
or print. TrainingRelief is perfect for onboarding employees,
assessing existing employee knowledge, customer training, and
much more—all from a branded account that is easy to navigate
and intuitive to use. Find out more at www.TrainingRelief.com.

246 Totara Learning

102

SPONSOR
http://www.totaralms.com
+1.888.234.0222

Totara Learning Solutions is dedicated to fundamentally changing
the nature of the learning technology software market. Totara
LMS and Totara Social are open source, with enterprise editions
available via subscription. Totara can reduce a corporate
enterprise’s learning management costs significantly while
providing some of the most advanced learning management
functionality. Totara users come from a wide variety of sectors,
including finance, retail, energy, health, government, and notfor-profit organizations. Customers range from small enterprises
to large multi-national corporations with over 200,000
employees—a testament to Totara’s robust versatility and
scalability. Organizations throughout the world have chosen
Totara as their eLearning platform.

Travitor

PREMIUM SPONSOR
travitor.com
+1.888.298.2070

Everything you need to manage learning for yourself, for
consumers, and for your workforce. We understand in today’s
competitive, fast-paced world that learning is crucial to
productivity and ongoing business growth. Employees with the
right skills, drives, and habits can have a major impact on your
company’s growth. It takes fast, reliable information and a system
behind it to supply, develop, and reward your workforce so that
people can have the greatest positive impact for themselves, for
you, and for the company.
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238

TREK Learning Experience Manager™

220 TruScribe

www.cognitiveadvisors.com
+1.877.884.3523

PREMIUM SPONSOR
http://www.truscribe.com
+1.888.684.4944

TREK Learning Experience Manager™ leverages the latest
technologies to support on-the-job learning and nano-coaching.
TREK was built ground up to support today’s mobile workforce as
they learn everywhere, any time. TREK allows you to:
• Support on-the-job learning and the nano-coaching process,
taking advantage of mobile features such as geolocation,
photos, audio recording, and video
• Optimize the path to achievement of key competencies
through individualized learning paths
• Track progress using the Experience API
• Award badges to recognize achievements
• Leverage learning analytics to tie learning to results
Take a look at TREK—a revolutionary way to track and manage
on-the-job learning and support nano-coaching!

TruScribe creates whiteboard animation videos that excel in
transferring knowledge from the expert to the learner. We use
our Scribology™ methods to put your goals and message at the
center of our process. Scribology is based on scientific research
on how people respond to visual and audio stimuli to deliver
your content in powerfully clear and refreshingly concise ways.
These focused methods and processes also allow you to turn
more content into high-quality whiteboard video in less time than
with other video styles. Founded in 2011 we’ve built long-lasting,
collaborative relationships with companies such as Microsoft, HP,
NASA JPL, Fidelity, Foot Locker, BMO Harris, and Nestle.

525

533

Tribridge

SPONSOR

Unboxed Technology

www.tribridge.com/hcm
+1.813.814.2345

unboxedtech.com
+1.804.888.6222

Tribridge HCM offers talent management solutions that solve the
content challenges facing organizations today. Our talent experts
can help with all of your organization’s learning content needs
from developing a strategy to executing a program uniquely
targeted to meet your objectives. The result? Enhanced user
adoption, improved productivity, and engaged employees. Rely
on us as your single source for all of your content needs, whether
it’s creating brand-specific custom content for your unique
workforce, implementing learning measurements and analytics,
providing relevant off-the-shelf content from third-party party
vendors, or employing popular authoring tools to streamline
publishing.

We make complex things simple. Since 2009, we’ve crafted
human-friendly training, sales, and performance management
solutions that help employees do their jobs better. We put people
first, whether we’re creating custom training or our awardwinning apps. Our approach is different, and our clients’ results
show it—teams are more engaged and productive, customers
are more satisfied, and sales grow. Whether you’re a Fortune
50 company or a hot new startup, we can help you unbox your
potential. If you’ve seen your share of boring training and clunky
apps that leave you scratching your head, it’s time to Think
Outside™.

239 Trivantis

513
www.trivantis.com
+1.513.929.0188

Trivantis is the maker of Lectora®, the world’s leading e-Learning
authoring software used by Global 2000 companies. Since our
company’s founding in 1999, we’ve provided powerful e-Learning
solutions for companies of all sizes. Today, we have your
complete e-Learning solution—from content creation tools to the
CourseMill® family of learning management systems. We have
the solution for you—whether you want desktop e-Learning or
cloud development! Want to deliver mobile learning to employees
anywhere, anytime? We have a tool for that too! Stop by our
booth to learn about the cloud authoring tool Lectora® Online 2.0,
the powerful Lectora 12, or any of our products.

30

Viddler, Inc.
www.viddler.com
+1.888.444.1119

Viddler provides secure, measurable, interactive online video
solutions for eLearning and hybrid training. Our interactive video
tools include mobile and desktop player technology, customized
learning websites, and API integration with learning systems (via
SCORM, LTI, Tin Can, and custom development). Viddler’s unified
delivery platform delivers top video performance for thousands
of companies worldwide. At DevLearn, Viddler will be showing an
interactive, role-playing scenario approach to video eLearning—
with specific application to sales training. We will also be showing
Viddler’s video recording and user interaction within Cogcentric’s
OnFabric LMS. Find out what “interactive video” means for
eLearning at Booth 513.
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229 Virtual Ashridge

SPONSOR

425 Watershed LRS

www.ashridge.org.uk/
virtual-ashridge
+44.0.1442.841295

watershedLRS.com
+1.844.220.0822

Virtual Ashridge is an award-winning collection of online learning
materials, created by the faculty and consultants of Ashridge
Business School. Ashridge is in the 1% of the 7,000 business
schools worldwide which are triple accredited. Customizable,
relevant, and insightful, Virtual Ashridge is the leading digital
learning solution that allows your learners to access a business
school education anytime they need it, anywhere in the world.
It will complement your learning offer and cater for different
learning styles across a wide range of business school subject
areas.

Watershed is a learning analytics platform that provides
actionable insights from your training or performance data.
Unlike other intelligence or analytics tools, Watershed provides
targeted measurements at the initiative and program level. For
L&D professionals who need to validate their department’s
impact on the business, Watershed lets you discover analystlevel answers without the need to dig. Understand your learning
and performance data in real time with a dashboard of elegant,
comprehensive reports. Pinpoint how training relates to business
outcomes—and start making smarter decisions.

446 Vubiz Elearning

408 Weejee Learning
Vubiz.com
+1.310.358.9583

PREMIUM SPONSOR
weejee.com
+1.844.4.WEEJEE

Vubiz is an award-winning elearning company with a vast library
of online courses. Vubiz has won awards from Brandon Hall
and Elearning! Magazine for its compliance courses and has
built a solid reputation over the past 16 years for quality work
at a low cost and outstanding customer service. Vubiz offers
a large, diverse elearning catalog with off-the-shelf courses in
compliance, business, health and safety, customer service, and
banking. Vubiz also offers an LMS, custom content development,
and a web-based authoring tool.

Weejee Learning is the leading provider of engaging learning for
better business results. Weejee’s learning solutions are created by
award-winning teams and offer today’s most unique and effective
learning experiences and outcomes. Weejee’s mission is to rid
the world of ho-hum learning. Based in North Carolina’s Research
Triangle Region, Weejee is a global provider of innovative
enterprise-wide learning solutions to Fortune 500 corporations,
NGOs, associations, and nonprofits. Weejee optimizes the success
of learning and training programs through highly interactive
e-learning, micro-learning, blended learning, xAPI initiatives,
and strategies for social learning and collaboration. For more
information, please visit weejee.com.

432 WalkMe™

122
www.walkme.com
+1.855.492.5563

WalkMe provides a cloud-based platform for businesses to
guide and engage employees through any online experience,
accelerating time to competence and helping employees
successfully apply what they learn on any website or software.
As they work, employees receive immediate, onscreen step-bystep guidance in the moment of need, helping them successfully
perform their most important tasks, no matter how complex.
WalkMe improves training effectiveness and ensures a lasting
impact on employee productivity, while reducing training costs.
WalkMe’s Just-in-Time Contextual Guidance and Performance
Support platform can simplify software, eliminate user confusion
and errors, accelerate adoption, and increase user productivity.

Winnov
www.winnov.com
1.888.315.9460

Winnov is a technology leader in video capture and streaming
and maker of Cbox—the platform that evolves with customer
needs. Cbox solutions provide organizations with a cost-effective
way to easily capture and share rich media experiences. Fortune
500 companies, leading universities, training organizations, and
government agencies rely on Cbox to create the most engaging
live and on-demand video experiences for the web and mobile
devices. For more information, visit www.winnov.com.
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438 XanEdu

308 Yukon Learning
http://www.xanedu.com/business/
+1.800.218.5971

XanEdu’s cloud-based Nimble Platform (www.xanedu.com/
business) provides the most flexible and cost-effective way to
distribute content from any source and deliver the right materials
to any device, at any time, while maintaining complete control
of the materials. Since 1999, XanEdu has been a leader in the
development of innovative solutions for creating, delivering, and
managing course materials and training materials.

407 Xyleme

PREMIUM SPONSOR
www.yukonlearning.com
+1.804.381.0781

At Yukon Learning, our focus is not on doing all things, but on
doing some things really well. Our mission is simple and can
be expressed in one sentence: “Making e-Learning Easy for
Everyone.” We do that by providing certified Articulate™ training,
content, and development for both organizations and individuals.
We are proud to have worked with organizations large and small
around the world, partnering with them to deliver engaging
e-Learning. We offer proven products, as well as custom
e-Learning and simulations tailored to your unique needs. All
the while, our goal is to empower you with the skills you need to
embrace e-Learning ... making for a true partnership.

SPONSOR
www.xyleme.com
+1.303.872.9872

Xyleme delivers content management for learning and
development. We partner with organizations to transform the
way they author, publish, deliver, and analyze learning content
to drive business performance. With Xyleme, organizations
have everything they need to create a dynamic learning
environment—from rapid single-source content development to
anywhere delivery. It’s a content management solution that brings
increased velocity to the entire learning technology ecosystem
and makes learning content a competitive advantage. Xyleme is
headquartered in Boulder, Colo., and can be found online at
www.Xyleme.com.

108

Yardstick, Testing and
Training Experts

SPONSOR

getyardstick.com
+1.780.409.5606
Yardstick is a leader in online testing and training, bringing
together world-class expertise in exam administration,
psychometrics, and eLearning. With forward-thinking technology
Yardstick serves governments, associations, licensing and
certification bodies, and corporations worldwide. Yardstick has
been named on Alberta Venture magazine’s “Fast Growth 50”
list, Deloitte’s North American “Technology Fast 500” list, Profit
Magazine’s “Canada’s Fastest-Growing Companies” list, and
was recognized as one of Canada’s 10 Most Admired Corporate
Cultures by Waterstone Human Capital.
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EXPLORE, LEARN, AND SHARE
WITH YOUR COMMUNITY
The Learning Exchange from The eLearning Guild is a new, easy-to-use
social learning platform that takes peer-based learning to a whole new
level by enabling you to explore, learn, and share with the members of
your community. Explore the new on-demand platform today and…

CONTRIBUTE

DISCOVER SOLUTIONS

to our profession by helping
the community learn from your
experience, knowledge, and expertise

to challenges you face by getting
peer feedback and input on your
work

BROADEN YOUR PERSPECTIVE

ADVANCE YOUR CAREER

on popular topics by participating in
focused community conversations

by getting new ideas and inspiration
to improve your practice

EXPAND YOUR KNOWLEDGE

CONNECT WITH MEMBERS

by learning from the experience of
your peers

of the community and grow your
network

“The Learning Exchange
shows exciting potential to be
the place where The eLearning Guild
delivers on the promise of an online
community where we can work
together to improve our craft.”
Clark Quinn
Executive Director
Quinnovation

Visit the
Learning
Exchange
Booth

Stop by the Learning Exchange Booth near the
registration desk on the fourth floor to learn more!

www.eLearningGuild.com/LX

COMMUNITY & RESOURCES FOR
ELEARNING PROFESSIONALS

with a Guild Membership
The eLearning Guild is the oldest and most trusted source of information, networking, and community for
eLearning professionals. The Guild provides all learning professionals with the opportunity to share their
knowledge, expertise, and ideas to build a better industry—because we believe that together we are better.

Conferences
Exclusive discounts on industry-leading events

Member $99

Member-Plus $695

Premium $1,695

20% Discount

20% Discount

One Conference + One
Pre-conference Workshop

20% Discount

20% Discount

Conference Archive
Keynote videos, session videos, and handouts

Online Forums

20% Discount

Two-day online conferences held throughout the year

Online Forums Archive
On-demand access to 1,000-session archive

Guild Academy

20% Discount

Live, interactive online and blended training courses
NEW

Learning Exchange
Social, peer-driven learning platform

Guild Research
All new reports, plus access to 65+ report library

DemoFest Archive
Video recordings of projects from Guild DemoFest events

eBooks & White Papers
Valuable insights, tips, and ideas from Guild members

Webinars
Cutting-edge ideas and best sessions from Guild events

Additional Benefits
Learning Solutions Magazine, Job Board, and more!

Group Discounts Available!

Visit www.eLearningGuild.com/groups or contact Steve Firpo at
sfirpo@eLearningGuild.com or +1.707.387.1877 to learn more!

www.eLearningGuild.com | +1.707.566.8990

